Response times for emergency cesarean delivery: use of simulation drills to assess and improve obstetric team performance.
We documented time to key milestones and determined reasons for transport-related delays during simulated emergency cesarean. Prospective, observational investigation of delivery of care processes by multidisciplinary teams of obstetric providers on the labor and delivery unit at Lucile Packard Children's Hospital, Stanford, CA, USA, during 14 simulated uterine rupture scenarios. The primary outcome measure was the total time from recognition of the emergency (time zero) to that of surgical incision. The median (interquartile range) from time zero until incision was 9 min 27 s (8:55 to 10:27 min:s). In this series of emergency cesarean drills, our teams required approximately nine and a half minutes to move from the labor room to the nearby operating room (OR) and make the surgical incision. Multiple barriers to efficient transport were identified. This study demonstrates the utility of simulation to identify and correct institution-specific barriers that delay transport to the OR and initiation of emergency cesarean delivery.